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ABSTRACT
Aim: Yersinia enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11 is a bacterium known for spreading human gastroenteritis and in relation
study investigated functional features in the hypothetical proteins encoded by Y. enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11 by
conserved domain search and protein structure prediction. Materials and Methods: Five conserved domain analysis web
tools used to perform the search as conserved domain database BLAST, INTERPROSCAN, Pfam, Uniprot, and CATH along
with PS2 protein structure prediction server for structure modeling. Results and Conclusion: These web tools successfully
predicted the function in 13 hypothetical proteins. Overall, results of Y. enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11 hypothetical
proteins were documented for coding enzymes and other functions. Further, investigation is suggested to understand the role
of these hypothetical proteins in metabolic pathway which will be useful for organism bio-controlling.
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INTRODUCTION
Yersinia enterocolitica identified as enteropathogenic
bacterium bringing human gastroenteritis with
featured symptoms such as diarrhea, abdominal pain,
fever, and vomiting.[1] Even though the symptoms are
self-limiting, in few cases, sever clinical features are
reported that lead to pseudoappendicular syndromes
or septicemia in old age patients with immune
compromised situation.[2-4]
The major transmission for enteric yersiniosis is
reported through fecal–oral route[5,6] and species
Y. enterocolitica has been recognized with six
subtypes[7] except biotype 2A all five (1B, 2-5)
reported to be highly pathogenic to human or animals.
Moreover, among them, biotype is more common to
infect human and relates with the serotype O:3 (4/O:3)
and 2/O:9 which is very common in pigs as a reservoir,
especially the 4/O:3 strains.[8] Pig acts as a carrier for the
pathogen in their tonsils and intestinal tract and spread
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in the environment through stools or by contaminated
pork meat.[9] Hence, it is indicated that pork meat and
pig are the main source of the transmission of the
pathogen to the human and defined surveillance has
been suggested for the given pathogen.
In today’s era with the ever-increasing genome
sequencing rate, numerous genome sequencing is
going on, but the quality of their gene annotation and
function linking still remains the real problem. As a
result, a number of open reading frames still remain
clueless about their function and named as conserved
hypothetical proteins and most regions (20–50%)
of genome represents the same.[10] In a view, now,
assigning functions to the hypothetical proteins have
been possible using the biological databases and
orthologous searches using comparative genomics
approach. Many of these “hypothetical proteins”
occur in fact in more than one bacterial species, and
can thus be combined into orthologous groups; this
subset of proteins contains the majority of biologically
relevant sequences (less likely to be artifactual), and
it is amenable to analysis by comparative genomics
techniques.[11-14]
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In the present study, an attempt has been made to
understand the role of hypothetical proteins encoded
by the Yersinia enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11
by involving the bioinformatics approach in which the
sequence homology and structural closeness with the
related family protein members were ascertained, and
probable role of these proteins has been predicted as
per homology concept used earlier.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Collection
The hypothetical protein sequences for Y. enterocolitica
subsp. palearctica Y11 from KEGG using limit search
as “hypothetical protein” were recovered. In response,
a total of 698 hypothetical proteins were retrieved from
the genome for functional annotation by conserved
domain search.
Conserved Domain Search
To search for function in the hypothetical proteins,
five conserved domain analysis software was used:
a. Conserved domain database (CDD)-BLAST (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/)[15-17]
b. INTERPROSCAN (http://www.abi.ac.uk/
interpro)[18]
c. PFAM (http://www.pfam.sanger.ac.uk/)[19]
d. CATH (http://www.cathdb.info/[20]
e. UNIPROT: http://www.uniprot.org/.[21]
These servers are linked with number of CDD and
linked matrix been able to find the pattern-based
match for query sequence with known family protein
and ultimately any conserved domain if present could
be reported.
Confidence Level
The parameter of confidence limit set as 100%, 80%,
60%, 40%, 20%, and 0% considering the following
rules which does indicate the match of each server
with another server for a given query sequence for
its function. If the given five tools indicate the same
functions, then the confidence level was to be 100%;
four tools 80%; three tools 60%; two tools 40%; and
one tool as 20%, and the scoring of each protein was
made accordingly for better function prediction.
Protein Structure Prediction of Hypothetical Proteins
The protein structure prediction of hypothetical
proteins was predicted by PS square-protein structure
prediction server. (PS)2 (Pronounced PS square):
(PS)2 is an automated homology modeling server.
The method uses an effective consensus strategy by
combining PSI-BLAST, IMPALA, and T-Coffee in
both template selection and target-template alignment.
The final three-dimensional structure is built using the
modeling package MODELLER. The web address is
http://www.ps2.life.nctu.edu.tw/.[22]
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OBSERVATION AND RESULTS
Result
Functional annotation to the hypothetical proteins

As per conserved domain search carried out for the
698 hypothetical proteins of Y. enterocolitica subsp.
palearctica Y11 with the five servers described earlier,
results showcased that 19 hypothetical proteins
possess enzymatic conserved domain along with some
other functions with variable confidence limits as
high as 100% to lowest 60%. The confidence limits of
proteins those were grouped are as follows: 100% for
13 proteins, 80% for 04 proteins, 60% for 01 protein,
and exact function predicted with these proteins is
shown in Table 1.
Protein Structure Prediction
All 100% confidence gaining hypothetical proteins
(n = 13) were used for the protein structure prediction
possessing the respective conserved domains. The
prediction server has generated the predicted structures
for 12 proteins successfully. The protein structure
prediction of hypothetical proteins was detailed by
the template information by which the hypothetical
protein sequence has shown the best homology along
with related information of percent, identity, score,
and E-value as shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, speed of the genome sequencing
and parallel use of the bioinformatics has been
used effectively to determine the function in the
hypothetical proteins marked on the genome of
Y. enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11. Its genome
represented to code more than 15% of the loci with
the hypothetical proteins and in the current study
when investigated by the five conserved domain
searching servers, it has been put forward that only
13 proteins in the total hypothetical proteins (n = 698)
able to actually possess the conserved domain as per
homology search again with 100% confidence level.
Of these 13 proteins, 12 proteins were further able
to modeled themselves for the three-dimensional
structures of tertiary type as per modeling program;
hence, it does indicate that many other organisms
possess the homolog protein and must be functioning
in metabolism as number of workers remain interested
to surely crystallized these proteins and determined the
structures by X-ray crystallography and also justifies
our finding for function prediction in few hypothetical
proteins. In similar studies, workers reported the
same approach and linked many hypothetical proteins
of number of bacterial pathogens such as Bacillus
anthracis, Shigella flexneri, Helicobacter pylori, and
Haemophilus influenza with their exact function.[23-26]
Hence, by involving further study such as gene cloning
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Y11_22881

Y11_22891

Y11_23541

Y11_24431

Contd...

Y11_23541

Y11_24431

Contd...

Y11_27051

Y11_27681

contd....

Y11_28531

Y11_28651 contd....

Y11_29281

Y11_29601 contd...

Figure 1: Tertiary structures predicted for the hypothetical proteins of Yersinia enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11- A
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Table 1: Conserved domain recorded in the several hypothetical proteins of Y. enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11 with variable confidence percent
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DNA-binding transcriptional
regulator Nlp

Winged helix-turn-helix DNAbinding

VWA domain containing CoxE-like Protein ViaA
protein

CATH

Pfam
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hypothetical protein

Winged helix-turnhelix DNA-binding

CDD BLAST

UniProt

DNA-binding
Putative sugar fermentation
transcriptional regulator
stimula...
Nlp
VWA domain containing Protein ViaA
CoxE-like protein

InterPro

Template
Seq-len
1whzA
70
2dsyD
81
2ipqX
121
1ek9A
428
1xr6A
460
1b0nA
103
No significant templates could be found
2b5aA
77
1zarA
267
1b0nA
103
1lrzA
400
1neqA
74
1yvrA
520

Y. enterocolitica: Yersinia enterocolitica

KEGG NO.
Y11_22881
Y11_22891
Y11_23541
Y11_24431
Y11_25281
Y11_25291
Y11_26801
Y11_27051
Y11_27681
Y11_28531
Y11_28651
Y11_29281
Y11_29601

Identity (%)
25.76
21.05
31.4
16.26
16.67
25.24
16.88
15.73
18.82
10.63
55.88
15.04

Aligned (%)
96.97
42.22
28.29
55.49
94.52
69.93
81.52
18.01
89.01
80.98
83.95
98.98

123.4
145.8
162.4
119.3
285.1
133.1

Bit-score
180.3
127.3
240.8
186.9
141
153.1

Table 2: Protein structure prediction of selected hypothetical proteins of Y. enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11 using best-scored templates of RCSB PDB

CDD: Conserved domain database, Y. enterocolitica: Yersinia enterocolitica
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and expression in laboratory conditions, we could
decipher functions in promising hypothetical proteins
of Y. enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11 and may
link them with metabolic pathways.

CONCLUSION
The present study highlighted the 13 hypothetical
proteins containing the conserved domains as per
homology search carried out by the bioinformatics
approach. Study concluded that available web tools
linked with rich protein databases information
proved to be beneficial and resultant filtered out
some of the important enzyme and other function
coding hypothetical proteins out of the whole pool of
Y. enterocolitica subsp. palearctica Y11 proteomics. In
future, obtained data may assist in relational linking of
today’s hypothetical proteins as tomorrow’s functional
counterpart probably by involving gene cloning,
microarray, and marker-based experiments.
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